Valentine's (Valentine T. Q J Exp Psychol 1991;43A:161-204) face recognition framework supports both a norm-based coding (NBC) and an exemplar-only, absolute coding, model (ABC). According to NBC; (1) faces are represented in terms of deviations from a prototype or norm; (2) caricatures are effective because they exaggerate this norm deviation information; and (3) other-race faces are coded relative to the (only available) own-race norm. Therefore NBC predicts that, for European subjects, caricatures of Chinese faces made by distorting differences from the European norm would be more effective than caricatures made relative to the Chinese norm. According to ABC; (1) faces are encoded as absolute values on a set of shared dimensions with the norm playing no role in recognition; (2) caricatures are effective because they minimise exemplar density and (3) the dimensions of face-space are inappropriate for other-race faces leaving them relatively densely clustered. ABC predicts that all faces would be recognised more accurately when caricatured against their own-race norm. We tested European subjects' identification of European and Chinese faces, caricatured against both race norms. The ABC model's prediction was supported. European faces were also rated as more distinctive and recognised more easily than Chinese faces. However, the own-race recognition bias held even when the races were equated for distinctiveness which suggests that the ABC model may not provide a complete account of race effects in recognition.
Introduction
One approach to object recognition [2, 3] suggests that objects are represented in terms of a limited set of generic components and the relations between these parts. This approach is well suited for recognition of objects at the 'basic level' (e.g. table, horse, car) [4] but not for discrimination amongst objects such as faces, which all share the same basic parts and configuration [5] . Highly homogeneous stimuli, such as faces, vary continuously along many dimensions and can be thought of as occupying locations in a multidimensional psychological space [6, 7] . Valentine [8] recommends this multidimensional space (MDS) framework as a useful heuristic for understanding face recognition. The dimensions of 'face-space' are not specified, but correspond to the attributes or features used to discriminate faces. It is assumed that faces are normally distributed within the space, with the average face or 'norm' (if it exists) located at the centre of the cluster. Faces located close to the norm will be fairly 'typical' in appearance whereas those on the periphery will be more distinctive. The MDS framework aims to provide a unified account of many aspects face recognition including the effects of distinctiveness, inversion, caricature and race [1, 9] and draws on evidence from a wide variety of experimental paradigms (e.g. old/new judgements, best likeness ratings and naming tasks) 1 .
1 Within Valentine's MDS framework, recognition occurs when a representation derived from the stimulus is matched with a stored representation [1] . Thus, a stimulus face is recognised when (or if) it activates a unique memory trace. Valentine and colleagues have used the old/new recognition task [1, 9] as a measure of whether a stimulus activates a memory representation. However, old/new recognition may also be based on a general sense of familiarity. The present study uses a face naming task, which does explicitly require the unique identification of a stimilus, to test predictions derived from the MDS framework.
Norm-based 6ersus absolute coding
The MDS framework supports two conceptually distinct models: a norm based coding model (NBC) in which a prototype or norm is explicitly represented and a purely exemplar based, absolute coding model (ABC). Fig. 1 illustrates the representation of faces in the MDS, according to each model. The distribution of representations is the same in either model. What differs is the information that is explicitly represented. The NBC model suggests that an efficient encoding strategy would be to capitalise on the subtle variations in shared configuration amongst faces and code each face in terms of its deviation from the average face or norm. Thus it is the differences between the target face and the norm on each feature that are represented [10] [11] [12] .
The ABC model denies that a norm plays any role in the encoding process and suggests that faces are represented simply as discrete points in the space, with the location of each face determined by the absolute value of each facial feature. The dimensions underlying the space reflect the attributes or features that are most useful for discriminating amongst faces that are commonly encountered [1] . Forth's model is the absolute 'amount' of each feature that is explicitly represented.
The two models have much in common but differ mainly with regard to whether the norm plays some role in the encoding and subsequent recognition of faces. They may also be distinguished by the similarity metric employed. The ABC model considers inter-stimulus similarity to be purely a function of the Euclidean distance between points [1, 8] , whereas the vector based representation employed by the NBC model suggests that the similarity metric should also take into account the angular separation (q) Fig. 2 . Illustrates how the local exemplar density (rather than just the proximity of the nearest neighbour) influences recognition. Two stored representations are shown (A, B) along with their nearest neighbours (NN) and other neighbouring representations. The shaded area represents the possible location of the probe, given the error associated with encoding. As can be seen both A and B are the same distance from their nearest neighbours but clearly A has a greater chance of being correctly recognised than B.
between the vectors (e.g. similarity= k.Cos(q)/Euclidean Distance) 2 . Our primary aim in this paper is to distinguish the ABC and NBC models and to evaluate each with respect to predictions arising from Valentine's MDS framework. As will be discussed, both models agree on many aspects of recognition and have proved extremely difficult to distinguish empirically. However, differing accounts can be derived for the recognition of caricatures and of faces from an unfamiliar race. Therefore, we suggest that by focusing on recognition of caricatured representations of own-and other-race faces it is possible to empirically distinguish between the two models.
Exemplar density, distincti6eness and caricature effects
Recognition involves matching a representation of the stimulus (probe) with a stored representation of a previously encountered face (target). Within the MDS framework, the probe and all previously encountered faces are represented in face-space and the degree to which they match can be defined geometrically. The stored representation that most closely matches the probe will be the most highly activated, that is, Valentine's MDS framework is a nearest-neighbour matching model [1] . However, any stimulus encoding will have some random error (perceptual noise) dependent on the encoding conditions [1] , so the probe will not exactly match the target. The larger this error, the more likely the stimulus representation will match a neighbouring distracter rather than the target. Therefore, the discriminability of a stored face Fig. 1 . Illustrates the representation of faces in face-space according to the NBC and ABC models. The actual distribution of faces is the same in both models but according to the NBC model faces are represented by feature vectors extending from the norm whereas the ABC model considers faces to be represented as discrete points. 2 It has been suggested that either the dot product or the angle between vectors might be appropriate measures of similarity for the NBC model [1, 8] . However, these measures fail to meet two important criteria. (1) Collinear representations are more similar to each other than to any other equidistant representation and (2) collinear representations are not necessarily identical. The suggested similarity metric, similarity =k.Cosine(q)/distance, meets these criteria. The weighting constant (k) is needed because angle and distance do not necessarily contribute equally to similarity. depends on both the number and the proximity of neighbouring representations (the 'local exemplar density') and not just the distance to the nearest neighbour. The variation in local exemplar density plays a major role in understanding face recognition in the MDS framework [1, 9, [13] [14] [15] but the concept has not been clearly defined. Fig. 2 , shows two stored representations (A and B) and the area of uncertainty associated with the stimulus presentation (shaded region). Note that both A and B are the same distance from their respective nearest neighbours (NN) but, for any given stimulus presentation, there is clearly a greater chance of B being misidentifed than A. Assuming that the degree to which the probe activates a stored representation is a monotonically decreasing function of their similarity, and that some minimum activation threshold is necessary for recognition, then 'local' can be defined as the region of space which contains the representations that are close enough to the target to be activated by the probe and only representations within this region contribute to the local exemplar density.
The ABC and NBC models both agree that exemplar density decreases with distance from the norm and that distinctive faces are located further from the norm than typical faces. Thus, both models can account for one of the most robust findings in face recognition studies, namely that distinctive faces are easier to recognise than typical faces. This advantage for distinctive faces has been demonstrated as higher hit rates, fewer false alarms and/or reduced reaction times in a variety of recognition tasks [8, 12, [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] .
Caricatures exaggerate the distinctive features that individuate a particular face [19] and studies involving computer-generated caricatures [11,20 -22] have consistently found that caricaturing, despite distorting the original image, does not hinder and may even enhance recognition. These studies also find that anticaricatures, which reduce the distinctiveness of facial features, are reliably associated with poor recognition performance. Caricature effects are consistently found in a variety of experimental tasks in which subjects must access a perceptual or memory representation of target faces (e.g. old/new recognition, naming, best likeness judgements and name-picture matching, see [5] for a review).
There are striking similarities between the procedures used to make computer-generated caricatures and the NBC model's description of the mental representation of faces. Consider, for example, Brennan's caricature generator [23] : This program makes explicit use of a norm or average face and generates caricatures by exaggerating the metric differences between the target face and the average. Anticaricatures are created by decreasing the differences between the target and the average. It is not surprising, therefore, that the effectiveness of caricatures has been taken as evidence for norm-based coding [11] . Fig. 3 shows that there is a special relationship between a face and its caricatured representation that can be readily understood with reference to the norm. A caricature shares the same feature vector that defines the face and, therefore, preserves the existing relationships between facial features. Thus, from the NBC perspective, caricatures are effective because they exploit the very encoding process we normally use to represent faces [5] . We explicitly code the way a face differs from the norm, and caricatures enhance this information. Anticaricatures are difficult to recognise because they reduce this information.
The ABC model explains caricature and anticaricature effects without reference to the norm, relying instead on the associated changes in exemplar density or distinctiveness. By this account, caricatures are effective because they fall in a region of lower exemplar density than the target (i.e. they are more distinctive). Although it is questionable whether making a stimulus more distinctive in some arbitrary way would facilitate recognition [24] , it should be noted that even from the ABC perspective a caricature has a special quality. The caricature transformation offers the maximum reduction in exemplar density for any given target-probe distance. Thus, although caricaturing introduces a mismatch between the target and the stimulus representation, this mismatch is offset by having fewer potential distractors, thereby increasing the likelihood of a correct match. Anticaricatures introduce an equivalent mismatch with the target but are associated with an increase in exemplar density, decreasing the likelihood of a correct match. We know that caricatures do not always enhance recognition and there are limits to the degree of exaggeration that can improve recognition performance [11, 21, 22] . These findings suggest that, in some cases, the reduction in exemplar density is insufficient to fully compensate for the increased distance from the target. The ABC model can account for all the data regarding caricature effects on recognition, without reference to a Fig. 3 . Shows the relative locations of a caricature, anticaricature, and the veridical (undistorted) representation of a face in face-space (50% distortions are shown). All three representations differ in qualitatively the same way with respect to the norm, giving them a special relationship from the NBC perspective. However, the caricature transformation also maximises the reduction in exemplar density giving the caricature transformation a special quality from the ABC perspective. Fig. 4 . Shows the representation of own-and other-race faces according to the NBC and ABC models. For the NBC model the feature vectors describing other-race faces represent deviations from the own-race norm and are all similar in length and direction. The ABC model considers that other-race faces are more densely clustered because the dimensions of face-space are inappropriate for these faces.
norm, purely in terms of the changes in exemplar density and the displacement from the target.
Other-race faces
What makes the two models so difficult to distinguish empirically is the high correlation between exemplar density and distance from the norm. However, to the extent that there are systematic facial differences between races, other-race faces will constitute a statistically distinct population within face-space and this relationship will no longer hold [1] .
Mixed-race face recognition studies reliably find that own-race faces are recognised more easily than faces of a different, unfamiliar race (for a review see [9, 25, 26] . Faces from all racial groups have similar physiognomic variance [27, 28] and recognition deficits with other-race faces are comparable across racial groups [25] so no racial group is inherently more difficult to recognise than any other. Therefore, the own-race recognition advantage is likely to be a result of differences in the mental representation of own-and other-race faces. Any account of face recognition must be able to explain both the poor recognition of faces from an unfamiliar race and also how experience with other-race faces overcomes this deficit.
According to the NBC model, other-race faces are difficult to recognise because we lack the appropriate norm with which to encode them [29] . These faces have to be coded in relation to the own-race norm which does not represent their true central tendency [4, 24] . As Fig. 4 (left panel) shows, when other-race faces are encoded in relation to the own-race norm the feature vectors are all similar in length and direction. This clustering of the feature vectors offers an explanation of the anecdotal accounts of greater perceived similarity amongst other-race faces and also for the experimental evidence of poor recognition performance with these faces. With sufficient experience of other-race faces a second norm, representing their own central tendency, may be abstracted and subsequently used to encode other-race faces. Alternatively, there could be a single norm, representing the running average of all the faces so far encountered. With minimal experience of otherrace faces this norm is, effectively, the own-race norm. As more other-race faces are encoded the norm shifts to continue to represent the central tendency of all faces in the space.
According to the ABC model, the dimensions of face-space are 'tuned' through perceptual learning to represent the features that are optimal for discriminating amongst faces. As our experience is predominantly with own-race faces, the feature dimensions underlying the space are most appropriate for discriminating ownrace faces. However, these features are likely to be less than optimal for discriminating amongst a different class of faces. For example, hair colour may be a salient feature for White European faces whereas Black African faces would be densely clustered on this feature. The sub-optimal encoding of other-race faces leaves them more densely clustered (i.e., less distinctive) than own-race faces and, therefore, more difficult to recognise (see Fig. 4 , right panel). The poor recognition of other-race faces can be overcome with increasing experience as people learn to utilise dimensions that are more salient for these faces, thereby 'expanding' the space and reducing the exemplar density [8] .
To recap, the two models differ in their explanations of caricature and race effects on recognition. The ABC model focuses on the role local exemplar density whereas the NBC model also considers norm deviation information to be important. Studies involving caricatures of own-race faces fail to distinguish between the models because the privileged direction of the feature vector (NBC model) is also the direction that maximises the reduction in exemplar density (ABC model). However, once a second race of faces is introduced into face space, this relationship no longer holds (Section 1.4). In the next section we will show how the use of caricatured representations of own-and other-race faces in a recognition experiment offers a way to derive distinct, testable predictions from each model.
Caricatures and other-race faces
Because we are now concerned with two separate races of faces, each having its own average or norm, we need to consider two different kinds of caricature transformation, namely, right-norm caricatures and wrongnorm caricatures. A right-norm caricature is a distortion relative to the average of the same race as the target (an 'objectively appropriate' distortion). For example, a European face caricatured relative to the average European face, or a Chinese face caricatured relative to the average Chinese face, are both rightnorm distortions. A wrong-norm caricature is one made relative to the average of a different population to the target (an 'objectively inappropriate' distortion). A European face caricatured relative to the average Chinese face or a Chinese face caricatured relative to the average European face are both wrong-norm caricatures. The spatial relationships between a veridical (undistorted) representation and the right-norm and wrongnorm caricatures and anticaricatures of a single face are shown in Fig. 5 .
The predictions made by NBC and ABC for recognition performance with right-and wrong-norm distortions of own-and other-race faces are shown in Fig. 6 . For the ABC model, there are only two factors to take into account for predicting recognition performance, distance from the target and exemplar density. The optimal direction for reducing exemplar density is along a line extending from the centre of the cluster in which the target face is located and, for either race, only right-norm caricatures move faces in this direction. In addition, it is possible that right-norm caricatures are closer to the target than wrong-norm caricatures. Therefore, the ABC model predicts an advantage for the right-norm caricatures over the wrong-norm caricatures, irrespective of race. Recognition performance with anticaricatures is more difficult to predict. Rightnorm anticaricatures would increase exemplar density more than wrong-norm anticaricatures but may be closer to the target than the wrong-norm caricatures. As we do not know the relative 'weighting' of these two opposing factors, we are unable to make a clear prediction for recognition of anticaricatures for the ABC model (thus, they are shown as identical in Fig. 6 ).
The NBC model considers that caricatures are effective because they exaggerate the norm deviation information. This model also suggests that only the own-race norm is psychologically available, so all faces are coded relative to this norm. Therefore, for otherrace faces, wrong-norm caricatures are a psychologically appropriate transformation because they exaggerate the originally encoded information whereas, right-norm caricatures of other-race faces would disrupt this information. For own-race faces, the rightnorm caricatures should be the more effective stimuli because they maintain the norm deviation information, whereas wrong-norm caricatures of own-race faces would disrupt this information. As with the ABC model, predictions for recognition of anticaricatures are more difficult. However, assuming that moving a representation off the feature vector (e.g. wrong-norm anticaricatures of own-race faces) impairs recognition more than just reducing the norm deviation information (e.g. right-norm anticaricatures of own-race faces) then we should expect right-norm anticaricatures to be more easily recognised than wrong-norm anticaricatures for own-race faces and wrong-norm distortions to be more easily recognised for other-race faces (i.e. the same pattern of performance as predicted for caricatures, although with smaller differences between the right and wrong norm versions than for caricatures).
The two models clearly make opposing predictions regarding the relative effectiveness of right-and wrongnorm caricatures for recognition of other-race faces. The predictions for anticaricatures are shown as dashed lines in Fig. 6 because these do not clearly distinguish the two models.
We examined recognition performance (naming accuracy and RT) on undistorted, caricatured and anticaricatured representations of own-and other-race faces. Subjects learned the names of faces from digitised black expect to find similar caricature effects for own-and other-race faces.
Third, it is essential to the ABC model's account of race effects (and consistent with the NBC account) that other-race faces are perceived to be less distinctive than own-race faces. There is, however, no direct empirical evidence that this is the case. Cross-race comparisons of distinctiveness have been precluded in previous studies, either because only own-race ratings were obtained [26] or because the faces of each race were rated separately with instructions to use the full range of the rating scale for each race [9] . In this study we obtained distinctiveness ratings specifically to test the assumption that other-race faces are perceived as less distinctive than own-race faces.
Method

Subjects
Forty European New Zealanders (20 males, 20 females) with little experience of Chinese faces were paid ($20 each) for participating in the study.
Stimuli
Training
The training faces consisted of digitised images scanned (256 grey levels, at 72 dpi) from black and white photographs (full face, neutral expression) of 30 European and 30 Chinese, young adult male faces. Each face (both European and Chinese) was assigned a unique, common, European first-name.
Test
The test faces were line drawing distortions created from the training stimuli using Brennan's caricature generator [23] (see [11] for a more complete description of the version used here). Briefly, a fixed set of points (n= 169) are located (manually) on each face and joined by the program (with spline curves) to create a line drawing of the face. Then the program identifies corresponding points on the veridical and a norm face and exaggerates (for caricatures) or reduces (for anticaricatures) the metric differences between the pairs by a fixed percentage. European and Chinese norms were generated by averaging the positions of the points from the 30 European and 30 Chinese faces respectively. Stimuli were generated at five different distortion levels ( −50, − 25, 0, + 25 and + 50%) using both norms to produce five right-norm and five wrong-norm distortions (giving ten versions of each face in all). The plain line drawings were enhanced by filling in the hair, eyebrows, irises, 'whites' of the eyes, lips and the remainder of the faces (i.e. general skin tone) in shades of and white photographs and were then required to identify computer generated drawings of the same faces. The name retrieval component of the task was minimised by assigning all faces a common European first name, 3 extensive training and the provision of a list of the names the during the test phase. The same task is widely used in caricature recognition studies and provides data that are consistent with those obtained using tasks that do not require name retrieval [5] .
We had three aims in this study. First, our main goal was to evaluate the models with respect to their predictions for recognition of caricatures of own-and otherrace faces. The ABC model predicts that right norm caricatures should be recognised more easily than wrong-norm caricatures for both races whereas the NBC model suggests that the effect of type of norm should interact with race. Specifically, the NBC model predicts better performance on wrong-norm caricatures than right-norm caricatures for other-race faces and better performance on right-norm caricatures than wrong-norm caricatures for own-race faces.
Second, we wanted to investigate whether caricature effects (i.e., caricatures recognised as well as, or better than, undistorted stimuli and better than anticaricatures) would be found for other-race faces. Such effects have not been previously demonstrated but there is evidence that that caricature effects do not require expertise with a stimulus class [22, 24] . Therefore, we grey, determined from the scanned photographs. An additional six faces (three of each race) were prepared as described above to be used as practice stimuli. Examples of the training and test stimuli for one Chinese and one European face, along with the average face of each race, are shown in Fig. 7 .
The training and test stimuli were approximately 8 × 11 cm when displayed on a 14 in computer monitor (screen size, 640×480 pixels at 72 pixels per in) and were viewed from a distance of approximately 70 cm (giving a display area subtending a visual angle of approximately, 6.5× 8.5°). The stimulus presentation was controlled using SuperLab (Cedrus) on an Apple Macintosh 6300.
Design
The 30 faces of each race were divided into three sets on the basis of general skin tone to minimise the possibility of a face being identified by this factor alone. Subjects learned the names of one set of ten faces (using the training stimuli) and were then tested for recognition of the drawings from that set before learning the names for the next set. Prior to the test phase subjects were informed that they would see drawings which might be distorted but would always be drawings of the faces that they had just learned. Training and testing phases were blocked by stimulus race (European or Chinese).
Test stimuli were presented in ten blocks. Stimulus versions were assigned to blocks such that each face and each version type were shown only once in each block. Over the ten blocks each face was seen ten times, once for each version. Stimulus presentation within blocks was randomised. It should be noted that 0% distortions of each face were seen twice, because the right and wrong-norm versions are identical, possibly inflating recognition performance for this distortion level. However, performance for 0% distortions is irrelevant in terms of distinguishing between the models. Block order was randomised across subjects. Race order and set order were counterbalanced across subjects.
There were three independent variables, race of face (European, Chinese), type of norm (right-norm, wrongnorm) and distortion level (−50, − 25, 0, +25 and +50%). Blocks were used as a means of balancing stimulus presentation and not considered a factor in the experiment 4 The dependent variables were mean percent correct and mean reaction times (RT) for correct responses.
Procedure
All subjects were tested individually, over two sessions (2-7 days apart). Session two involved identical training and testing procedures to Session one (see below) but with the other stimulus race. Distinctiveness and other-race experience ratings were obtained at the start of Session one. Fig. 7 . Shows a full set of stimuli for one European and one Chinese face, including the training stimulus and the test stimuli for each face. Subjects were shown the training faces at study and saw each of the test drawings once during the test phase. The average faces were not shown at any stage but are included in the figure for interest. 4 Performance changes during the course of the experiment were not of theoretical interest. Therefore for the sake of brevity, the results are reported with data collapsed across blocks. Informal examination of the data as a function of block showed generally equivalent performance across all factors of the design (except that performance on − 50% anticaricatures improved relatively little over blocks). The improvement in percent correct from Block 1 to Block 10 for each distortion level was; 4 (−50), 16.7 (−25), 12.4 (0), 8.0 ( +25), 18.9 ( + 50). Performance improved more markedly between Blocks 5 and 6, probably as a result of the retraining between these blocks (see section 2.4.3). Separate analyses of blocks 1 -5 and blocks 6 -10 showed the same pattern of performance in both cases as was found overall (i.e., generally equivalent across all factors of the design).
Experience ratings
Experience with Chinese faces was assessed with two questions: ''How much experience do you have with Chinese/South East Asian faces'' (seven point scale, 1, none at all; 7, equal experience to own-race faces) and ''How many Chinese/Asian people do you know and can name on sight'', with the following options (1)B 5; (2) 5 -10; (3) 10-20; (4) 20 -50; (5)\50.
Distincti6eness ratings
The training stimuli (digitised photographs) were shown sequentially on the computer screen, in different random orders for each subject (except that the six practice faces, three of each race, were always shown first, and these were excluded from the analyses). Each face appeared on the screen along with the following instructions: ''How distinctive is this face? Imagine a large crowd consisting of equal numbers of European and Chinese people. How much do you think this person's face would stand out in the crowd?''. The faces were rated on a seven point scale (with instructions to utilise the full range of the scale: 1, not very distinctive, hard to spot; 7, very distinctive, easy to spot.
Training
Each set of ten faces was randomly split into two sub-sets of five to facilitate learning. Subjects were instructed that they would learn names for faces and a recognition test would follow. For each of the five faces, subjects were asked to choose an adjective from a list of 14 personal-impression traits (e.g. intelligent, aggressive, easygoing, honest, etc.). Each face was shown on the screen along with the question: ''Which adjective best describes (FACE-NAME) from your impression of him?''.
Each face was then shown individually on the screen with its correct name and remained visible until the subject spoke the name into the microphone. There were two cycles through the sub-set of five faces with the name visible, then subjects were required to provide the name. The correct name appeared on the screen with the face after the subject had responded. Training continued, cycling through the sub-set of faces (presented in different random orders) until all five faces were correctly named on four consecutive cycles or for a maximum of ten cycles, whichever occurred first. This procedure was repeated for the second sub-set of five faces. When both sub-sets had been learned they were combined and subjects had to correctly identify all ten faces (in different random orders) four times in succession or for a maximum of ten cycles through the whole set and an additional 'retraining' procedure took place half way through the test phase. The subjects were asked to re-identify the training stimuli until all ten had been named correctly on two consecutive cycles, then testing recommenced. This retraining procedure was introduced to counter the possibility that subjects would re-assign names to the test stimuli during the testing phase.
Testing
Immediately following training, recognition of the drawings for that set was tested. Subjects were instructed to respond as quickly and accurately as possible. No feedback was given. Test stimuli were displayed individually on a computer screen. Each presentation was initiated by the subject pressing the spacebar, and ended with the subject speaking a name into the microphone. Response latency was measured as the time from stimulus presentation until the subject triggered the voice key. The only permitted response was to speak one of the ten names. Therefore, there were no naming failures, every response was either correct or incorrect. If the subject initially triggered the voice key with a response other than one of the names or failed to trigger the key when speaking, then the RT was considered invalid but the response could still contribute to the accuracy score (e.g. 'um, I think that's Simon', would be acceptable for accuracy but the RT would be invalid).
The training and testing procedures were repeated for the remaining two sets of faces of that race. The first training/testing block in each session was preceded by a practice block in which three faces (of the race to be tested in that session) were learned and tested at all distortion levels.
Results
Distincti6eness ratings
The ratings were highly reliable across subjects, with coefficient alphas of 0.93 for Chinese faces and 0.94 for European faces. For each face, a mean distinctiveness rating was calculated based on ratings from all subjects. As expected, European faces were judged to be significantly more distinctive (M= 4.1, S.D.= 0.7) than Chinese faces (M= 3.7, S.D.=0.6), t(29)= 1.89, P B 0.04 (one-tailed).
Accuracy and reaction time
Three-way ANOVAs were carried out on the mean percent correct scores and mean RTs. The independent variables were, race of face (European, Chinese), type of norm (right-norm, wrong-norm) and distortion level (− 50, − 25, 0, +25, and +50%). Analyses were carried out with both subjects and items as the random factor and a minF% statistic [30] was calculated for effects found to be significant by both analyses. Planned comparisons were used to test for differences caricature studies (i.e. − 50 B − 25B 0= +25= + 50). The −50% anticaricatures were recognised less accurately and more slowly than any other distortion level. The undistorted drawings, + 25 and +50% caricatures did not differ significantly from each other in terms of accuracy, and all three were recognised more accurately than the − 25% anticaricatures. For response times, the pattern of significant differences was generally the same, the only exception was that the response times for + 50% caricatures did not differ from the −25% anticaricatures.
With respect to the question of whether caricature effects are found for other-race faces, Fig. 8 suggests that the general pattern of performance across distortion levels is similar for European and Chinese faces. There was, however, a significant interaction between race and distortion level for accuracy, F(4, 156)= 8.80, PB 0.0001. The previously described pattern (− 50B − 25B0= +25= +50) held for European faces but, for Chinese faces, only the −50% anticaricatures differed significantly from the other distortion levels. For RT, there was no significant interaction between race and distortion level, F(4, 156)=1.27, NS.
in recognition performance between right-and wrongnorm caricatures (i.e. the + 25 and + 50% distortions) as the predictions of the two models focused on these two levels of the distortion factor. Additionally, because wrong-norm distortions may be displaced further from the target than the 'equivalent' right-norm distortions, we also compared performance for the less extreme + 25% wrong-norm caricatures with that for the more extreme, + 50% right-norm caricatures. Other significant effects were explored using Tukey (hsd) posthoc tests and all reported differences were significant at PB 0.05 unless otherwise stated.
Analyses by subjects
Race of face, type of norm and distortion level were repeated-measures factors. For accuracy, each cell mean was based on 30 scores for each subject. RTs more than two S.D.'s above the mean were excluded (M = 0.8 per subject) leaving a mean of 12.5 valid RTs per subject. Two individual subject's cell means (RT) with missing data had to be estimated from the group cell means 5 (Section 2). Recognition performance at each cell of the design is shown in Fig. 8 (accuracy) and Fig. 9 (RT) . As expected, European faces were recognised significantly more accurately, F(1, 39) =262.31, P B0.0001 and more quickly, F(1, 39)=6.13, P B0.02, than Chinese faces (see Table 1 for means). Recognition performance also varied reliably across distortion levels for both accuracy, F(4, 156)=237.67, P B 0.0001 and RT, F(4, 156)= 46.59, PB 0.0001. Overall, we found the same pattern of caricature effects generally reported in tailed), as predicted by the ABC model and contrary to the predictions of the NBC model. Furthermore, we found that for Chinese faces the right-norm + 50% caricatures were recognised more accurately than the wrong-norm + 25% caricatures, t(156)= 2.62, PB 0.01 (two tailed). Thus, even allowing for the possibility that wrong-norm caricatures may be further from the target than right-norm caricatures, there was still a clear advantage for the right-norm caricatures. For European faces, the wrong-norm + 25% caricatures did not differ reliably from the right-norm + 50% caricatures, t(156)= 1.70, NS. The response times did not differ significantly at any of the above comparisons. Examination of accuracy performance across distortion levels for each type of norm (see Table 2 for means), showed that the pattern for right-norm distortions mirrored that described overall, (− 50B − 25B 0= +25= +50). The pattern for wrong-norm distortions was similar, except that the + 50% caricatures did not differ significantly from − 25% anticaricatures. For response times, the − 50% distortions were recognised more slowly than the other distortion levels for both norm types. The right-norm + 50% distortions were recognised more slowly than the undistorted drawings. The wrong-norm + 50% distortions did not differ significantly from the undistorted drawings and were recognised significantly faster than the wrongnorm − 25% distortions. There were no other significant effects.
In sum, these results support the ABC model's predictions rather than those of the NBC model. The analyses by faces (reported below) supported this conclusion.
Analyses by faces
Race of face was a between-face factor, type of norm and caricature level were within-faces factors. For accuracy, each cell mean was based on 40 scores for each face. RTs more than 2 S.D.'s above the mean were excluded (M= 0.4 per face) leaving a mean of 6.8 valid RTs per face.
The results generally matched those from the analysis by subjects. The main effect of race was significant for both accuracy, F(1, 58)= 17.25, PB 0.0001 (minF% (1, 65)= 16.19, PB 0.0002) and RT, F(1, 58)= 7.93, PB 0.007, although for response times the minF% was only marginally significant (minF%(1, 87)= 3.46, PB 0.07). Performance varied as function of distortion level for both accuracy, F(4, 232)=69.17, PB 0.00001 (minF%(4,343)=53.58, PB 0.00001) and RT, F(4, 232)= 69.17 PB 0.00001, (minF%(4, 343)= 53.58, PB 0.00001). The pattern of significant differences amongst means was the same as reported for the analysis by subjects, except that for RT, the + 50% distortions were recognised more slowly than the undistorted drawings and did not differ reliably from the − 25%
The results discussed so far are consistent with either model. The crucial results for distinguishing between the models concern recognition performance as a function of type of norm and race. Comparison of Fig. 8 with the predictions derived from each model (Fig. 6) clearly shows that the present results support the ABC model and are inconsistent with the predictions of the NBC model. Specifically, the right-norm distortions were recognised significantly more accurately than, F(1, 39)= 30.30, PB 0.0001, (and as quickly as, FB 1) wrong-norm distortions (see Table 2 for means). The absence of a significant interaction between race and norm (F B 1) showed that both European and Chinese faces were recognised more accurately when distorted relative to their own norm, as predicted by the ABC model. Not surprisingly, the norm manipulation had a greater effect at the more extreme distortion levels. The interaction between type of norm and distortion level was significant for both accuracy, F(4, 156) =3.36, P B 0.02 and RT, F(4, 1 56)= 3.35, P B0.02 and tests of simple main effects showed that accuracy scores varied reliably with type of norm at the −50, +25 and + 50% distortion levels only. In all three cases the right-norm distortions were recognised more accurately than wrong-norm distortions. Response times varied reliably with type of norm for −50 and +50% distortions only. However, as can be seen from Fig. 9 , the right-norm + 50% caricatures were recognised more slowly than the wrong-norm +50% caricatures. Because this response time advantage for wrong-norm distortions was found for both European and Chinese faces it does not offer any support for the NBC model and so does not undermine the accuracy results.
The predictions of the two models specifically focused on performance for right and wrong-norm caricatures (i.e. the + 25 and + 50% distortions), rather than the other distortion levels (see Fig. 6 ). Planned comparisons confirmed that the right-norm caricatures (collapsed across +25 and + 50 levels) were recognised more accurately than the wrong-norm caricatures for both European, t(156)= 4.15, P B0.00001 (two tailed) and Chinese faces, t(156) =3.08, P B0.0005 (two anticaricatures. More importantly, the main effect of type of norm was significant for accuracy, F(1, 58) = 18.62, P B 0.0001 (minF%(1, 97) = 11.53, P B 0.001) although not for RT, F(1, 58) =3.48, P B 0.07. The interaction between norm and distortion level was, again, significant for both accuracy, F(4, 232) =2.60, PB 0.04 and RT, F(4, 232) =2.69, P B 0.04 but did not generalise reliably across both subjects and faces for either measure (both minF%s B 1.5, P's B 0.22). The planned comparisons gave the same significant results as reported in the analysis by subjects. There were no other significant effects.
In sum, we found that right-norm distortions were recognised more accurately than wrong-norm distortions irrespective of race and, more specifically, that right-norm caricatures were recognised more accurately than the wrong-norm caricatures for both European and Chinese faces. Thus, the predictions of the ABC model were supported. We also found that caricatures were generally recognised more easily than anticaricatures, irrespective of race, replicating previous findings that expertise is not required for caricature effects. As expected, we found an own-race recognition bias with European faces recognised more accurately than Chinese faces.
Equal distincti6eness analysis
Own-race faces were recognised more accurately than other-race faces despite a relatively small difference in distinctiveness between the two races. In order to investigate whether the difference in distinctiveness alone could account for the observed difference in recognition performance (as the ABC model suggests), we excluded the two most distinctive European faces and the two least distinctive Chinese faces from each of the three sets. This procedure equated the two races in terms of mean distinctiveness (M = 3.9, S.D. = 0.6, Chinese faces; M= 3.9, S.D.= 0.6, European faces). Three-way ANOVAs were carried out on the mean percent correct scores and RTs, as described previously. For RTs only the main effect of distortion level was significant. Therefore in the interests of brevity, only the accuracy results are reported. For the analysis by subjects each cell mean was based on 24 scores for each subject. For the analysis by faces, each cell mean was based on 40 scores for each face. Recognition performance for each cell of the design is shown in Fig. 10 .
Despite there being no difference in distinctiveness between the races, European faces were still identified more accurately than Chinese faces (by subjects, F(1, 39) = 73.08, PB 0.0001; by faces, F(1, 46) = 5.22, PB 0.03; minF% (1, 52) = 4.87, P B0.04; see Table 3 for means). Recognition performance varied reliably with distortion level (by subjects, F(4, 156) = 188.15, Table 4 for means). Comparison of Fig. 10 with the predictions of the two models (Fig. 6) confirms that the ABC model is still clearly supported. The interaction between type of norm and distortion level was significant for the by-subjects analysis only, F(4, 156)= 2.73, PB 0.04. There were no other significant effects In sum, equating distinctiveness across races had little effect on recognition accuracy or response times. Own-race faces were still recognised more accurately than other-race faces despite there being no overall difference in distinctiveness between the two races. As before, right-norm distortions still enjoyed a recognition advantage over wrong-norm distortions, irrespective of race. Table 3 Accuracy (percent correct) as a function of race of face and distortion level after equating each race in terms of distinctiveness. icatures for both European and Chinese faces. These results suggest that the 'objectively appropriate' rightnorm distortions are also the 'psychologically appropriate' transformations, for both own-and other-race faces. It was more difficult to make predictions for recognition of anticaricatures (especially for the ABC model), although the NBC model suggests that we might observe the same pattern of results for anticaricatures as was predicted for caricatures. In fact, the right-norm anticaricatures were also recognised more accurately and generally more quickly the wrong-norm anticaricatures, irrespective of race, again offering no support for the NBC model. The RT results were generally inconclusive because only the main effect of distortion level generalised reliably over both subjects and faces. We pointed out earlier that wrong-norm distortions might be displaced further from the target than rightnorm distortions (i.e. a 50% wrong-norm distortion might move further in absolute terms than a 50% right-norm distortion). However, the present results cannot be explained purely in terms of distance from the target. After all, caricatures were clearly recognised more accurately than their corresponding anticaricatures, yet both are the same distance from the target. Similarly, wrong-norm caricatures were recognised more accurately than right-norm anticaricatures despite being (possibly) further from the target. We also compared performance on the moderate, + 25% wrongnorm caricatures with the more extreme + 50% right-norm caricatures and still found a clear advantage for the right-norm distortions for other-race faces. In addition, if the 25% wrong-norm caricatures were appropriate (for other-race faces) but too far away from the target, then recognition of the 50% wrong-norm caricatures, which are twice as far from the target, should have been much worse than was observed (see Fig. 8 ). It is also interesting that examination of Fig. 7 suggests that the right-and wrong-norm versions of each face are actually much more similar than the schematic representation in Fig. 5 would suggest.
Distortion level Race
+50
Distance from the target is certainly an important factor but one that must be considered in association with changes in exemplar density. This is precisely the view put forward by the ABC model and our results offer no evidence that norm deviation information played any additional role in recognition performance in this study (see [34] for a similar conclusion).
The only way the NBC model could account for the overall superiority of right-norm caricatures is if the Chinese faces were actually encoded relative to a Chinese norm. Earlier we suggested that with increasing experience of other-race faces, the other-race norm could be abstracted and subsequently used for encoding these faces. Our subjects had little prior experience of Chinese faces but they were trained to name those used
Experience with other-race faces
The mean self-rated experience with Chinese faces was 2.9 (on a scale of 1 -7). This measure was not related to recognition accuracy for Chinese undistorted drawings, r= 0.09, NS (Spearman's rank-order correlation, df = 38). The median response to the number of known individuals was option two, indicating that subjects on average claimed to be able to name between five and ten Chinese people. This measure was related to accuracy of recognition for Chinese undistorted drawings, r= 0.48, PB 0.002 (Spearman's rank order correlation, df=38). There was a significant correlation between the two measures, r =0.58, P B0.0001 (Spearman's rank order correlation, df=38).
Discussion
The primary aim of this study was to distinguish between the NBC and ABC models of face recognition. According to the NBC model, the way in which a face deviates from the norm is explicitly represented in face space, other-race faces are coded in terms of their deviations from the own-race norm, and caricatures are effective because they exaggerate the originally encoded information. Therefore, this model predicts that wrongnorm distortions should be more effective than rightnorm distortions for recognition of other-race faces. The ABC model denies that a norm plays any role in encoding or recognition and explains the effectiveness of caricatures in terms of their reduced exemplar density. Therefore, this model predicts that right-norm distortions would be the more effective transformation, irrespective of race, because these distortions maximise the reduction in local exemplar density. Thus, the critical difference between the two models concerns the relative effectiveness of right-and wrong-norm distortions of other-race faces.
Our results supported the ABC model's prediction. We found that right-norm distortions were recognised more accurately than wrong-norm distortions, irrespective of race. Planned comparisons confirmed that rightnorm caricatures (i.e. the + 25 and +50% distortions) were recognised more accurately than wrong-norm car-in the experiment. Therefore, it is possible that a second norm was abstracted. However, if this occurred then we are left with no explanation for the poor recognition of other-race faces. After all, a norm that has been abstracted from (or at least heavily influenced by) the training faces is ideally specified for the task at hand, which is to recognise those same faces. Clearly then, we have no support for the hypothesis that other-race faces are coded as deviations from the own-race norm.
Despite our subject's lack of experience with Chinese faces, we found the same general pattern of caricature effects for both Chinese and European faces. This finding replicates previous research [22, 24, 31] which suggests that expertise with a stimulus class is not essential for caricature effects.
The degree of experience is clearly a crucial factor in cross-race recognition studies [26] . In the present study we found that self-rated experience with other-race faces was not related to recognition accuracy, whereas a more concrete measure, based the number of known individuals, was significantly correlated with recognition performance. This result is consistent with previous studies which suggest that it may be the quality, rather than the quantity, of cross-race contact that is important [32] .
Although our results clearly support the ABC model over the NBC model, we have some reservations about accepting the ABC model's claim that race effects in recognition are simply distinctiveness effects [8] . European faces were clearly recognised much more easily than Chinese faces despite the relatively small difference in distinctiveness. Moreover, European faces were still recognised significantly more accurately than Chinese faces when the two groups were equated in terms of distinctiveness. This result suggests that, although distinctiveness may influence the own-race recognition advantage, it is not the only factor.
We suggest that progress toward a more complete understanding of face recognition requires a more detailed specification of the structure of face-space and the perceptual information in faces. Modeling techniques which derive 'features' from the statistical structure of a set of faces may have considerable potential for quantifying the perceptual dimensions of face space. For example, auto-associative networks have been used to simulate the recognition of own-and other-race faces with a number of qualitatively similar results to those seen in the psychological literature [33] . Formal analyses and simulations may also clarify the statistical properties of face space. In a similar vein, multidimensional scaling techniques could be used to 'map' face-space, and to test whether the resulting distributions can account for recognition data obtained in this and earlier experiments.
